Exhaustive computation of exact duplications via super and non-nested local maximal repeats.
We propose and implement a method to obtain all duplicated sequences (repeats) from a chromosome or whole genome. Unlike existing approaches our method makes it possible to simultaneously identify and classify repeats into super, local, and non-nested local maximal repeats. Computation verification demonstrates that maximal repeats for a genome of several gigabases can be identified in a reasonable time, enabling us to identified these maximal repeats for any sequenced genome. The algorithm used for the identification relies on enhanced suffix array data structure to achieve practical space and time efficiency, to identify and classify the maximal repeats, and to perform further post-processing on the identified duplicated sequences. The simplicity and effectiveness of the implementation makes the method readily extendible to more sophisticated computations. Maxmers can be exhaustively accounted for in few minutes for genome sequences of dozen megabases in length and in less than a day or two for genome sequences of few gigabases in length. One application of duplicated sequence identification is to the study of duplicated sequence length distributions, which our found to exhibit for large lengths a persistent power-law behavior. Variation of estimated exponents of this power law are studied among different species and successive assembly release versions of the same species. This makes the characterization of the power-law regime of sequenced genomes via maximal repeats identification and classification, an important task for the derivation of models that would help us to elucidate sequence duplication and genome evolution.